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Introduction -- Why, How, & Who we are 

About us  
Philly Stewards is an educational organization dedicated to the collection, support and 
promotion of Philadelphia's Art and Artists.  
 
This report was written in large part by Peter Erickson and Alec Ricciuti, along with additional 
contributors acknowledged at the end of this document.  

Our purpose 
The Philly Artist Census was a survey conducted in the Summer of 2018 by Philly Stewards. 
The purpose was to form a picture of the resources, challenges and livelihoods of practicing 
visual artists in Philadelphia. Additionally, a motivation in assembling this information was to 
clarify myths from truths about the greater Philly artist community. 
 
Although PS members belong to several distinct artist communities in Philadelphia, we fully 
acknowledge that our members do not represent the Philadelphia artist community as a whole. 
We also acknowledge that, though we spent much time and effort on outreach to all 
Philadelphia artist communities during the tenure of this survey, the results of this survey are 
comprehensive as to the respondents but not definitive. The substance of this report is intended 
to both illuminate information on Philadelphia artists as well as act as a starting point for Philly 
Stewards to advance its mission of supporting local artists and members with actionable insight 
relevant to their interests. 
 
We would like to express our gratitude to all participants for completing the survey as well as for 
sharing it with as many other local artists as possible. You helped make this data set as vibrant, 
dynamic, and insightful as it is. Thanks! 
 

Methodology 
A total of 536 responses were collected. Respondents were disqualified if they were not located 
within Philadelphia city limits or did not identify as an artist. The data was also filtered for 
completeness and consistency (for example, if reported age is much less than years lived in 
Philly). This is an analysis of the remaining 449 responses. Philadelphia is the sixth most 
populous U.S. city with an estimated 1,584,000 residents in 2018. Assuming one in 130 
Philadelphians create artwork (the national average as reported by the National Endowment of 
the Arts), our sample size would represent 3.7% of all Philadelphia-based artists. 

https://phillystewards.art/
https://www.census.gov/quickfacts/philadelphiacountypennsylvania
https://www.arts.gov/sites/default/files/Artists_and_Other_Cultural_Workers.pdf
https://www.arts.gov/sites/default/files/Artists_and_Other_Cultural_Workers.pdf


 
Bayesian methods were used to calculate relative likelihood, such as how much more likely art 
collective members are than the average respondent to have works held by an institution. 
 
Clustering was performed with Rapidminer Studio v9.2, determining good starting values, 
measuring Euclidean distance between the quantized numerical values and cluster 
representatives. 13-means presented as a local minima to fit the multi-dimensional shape of the 
data, with a decrease in max size and increase in median size relative to fewer clusters. The 
two least occupied clusters were individual data points that presented as far outliers relative to 
the average respondent. The remaining 11 clusters are reported in the following section and 
again here in detail. 
 
Visualization was performed with Tableau Public. Linear fits to age were performed over ages 
where multiple data points could be averaged. For more fair and accurate comparisons in trends 
between groups, age ranges were limited to include only ages present in both groups. The 
figures in this document can be explored further on Tableau. 
 
We asked respondents whether their work was for sale, which range reflected how many pieces 
they sold in the last 3 years, and to select all price ranges that reflect their typical individual 
artworks. A measure of the artist’s annual sales “volume” in dollars was calculated as the 
product of annual pieces sold and average price. Each artist’s average price was calculated by 
the weighted average of their selections, assuming the number of works sold at successively 
lower price tiers grew according to the golden ratio. Approaching this ratio, the Fibonacci 
sequence was used as weighting factors for price categories from most expensive to “By its 
nature, my work is not salable”. This average price (“Adj Centroid” in data table) was multiplied 
by the number of works sold in the last 3 years, and this result was divided by 3 to estimate the 
annual volume of sales for each artist in a blurry snapshot from 2016-2018. Since the 
distribution of this value was highly skewed among respondents, its median value was used 
wherever possible to approximate center. Figures showing pieces sold in the last 3 years and/or 
volume of sales are filtered to show only those who said their work was for sale (372 
respondents) to gain a more accurate focus on what it’s like to be an artist trying to market and 
sell your work in Philadelphia. 
 
The full data used in this report can be found here: Census Data on Google Drive 
 
 
 
 

  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bayesian_probability
https://public.tableau.com/profile/alec.ricciuti#!/vizhome/PhillyArtistCensus2019/PhillyArtistCensus
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1t9wlifDoeyKaisYW5W6_zXOsNbtlQU2hcVyNgMZYcSA/edit?usp=sharing


Who engaged with the census? 

Where do Philly artists tend to live? 
It should come as no surprise to anyone who knows the Philly art scene, that most artists live in 
the Fishtown / Kensington neighborhood. There is also significant concentrations in the West 
Philly neighborhoods of Cedar Park, Kingsessing and Cobbs Creek; and South Philly 
neighborhoods of Passyunk Square, Queen Village and Pennsport. The immediate perimeter 
just outside of Center City hosts a higher-than-average density of artists, and slightly 
higher-than-average densities are found in the Northwest Philly neighborhoods of Germantown, 
Mt. Airy, Roxborough and Manayunk. 
 
Keep in mind that our sample is not necessarily representative of the entire Philadelphia artist 
population. We will use Geo Groups later as more coarse-grained geographic bins to capture 
measures in low density areas (such as Northeast Philly). 
 

 
 

 

  



Demographics Mapped 

 

Cluster Summary 
 

1. Employed Millennial -- 27% of respondents  
 

The most employed and second most white, this group represents the many millennial 
artists who juggle their practice with part- or full-time employment. 

 
2. Collectivist -- 20% of respondents 

 
A racially and generationally diverse group, the collectivists are most likely to be 
members of art collectives and identify as art collectors. They also have a focus on 
physical and spatial art. 

 
3. Visual Artisan -- 12% of respondents 

 
As specialists in visual arts, such as painting and drawing, the visual artisan sold more 
pieces in the past 3 years than the average artist. They are likely to lists grants, 
fellowships and self-sustaining practice as sources of income. 

 
4. Visual Upstart -- 11% of respondents 

 



Younger and more racially diverse, this group has a high focus on visual art, 
photography, and printmaking. They are the least likely to have been a member of an art 
collective. 

 
5. Jaxx of All Trades -- 6.2% of respondents 

 
Practitioners of many types of media, this group is most representative of queer and 
trans artists. They are also racially diverse, the youngest of all clusters, and have some 
of the lowest prices. 

 
6. Connected Performer -- 6.0% of respondents 

 
The most racially diverse group with a large representation of women, this group has the 
highest percentage of curators, performers and artists focused on community 
engagement. They are likely to say a high proportion of their personal network identify as 
members of the art community. 

 
7. Modern Experientialist -- 5.3% of respondents 

 
With a higher than average focus on digital and new media, this group represents many 
newcomers to Philadelphia with fewer connections to the art community. 

8. White Commercialist -- 4.5% of respondents 

The most masculine group on average, this cluster is most likely to be represented by a 
commercial gallery, most likely have works held by an institution, and has exhibited more 
than average in the past 3 years. 

 
9. Home Parent Hustler -- 3.3% of respondents 

 
More likely to be married with kids than any other group, this cluster has a higher than 
average number of pieces sold, higher than average price tags, and the highest focus on 
print media. 

 
10. The Fashionista -- 2.2% of respondents 

 
A small group of artists with a focus on textiles and the fashion industry, this group is the 
most likely to have a dedicated studio space and to attend open studio tours. 

 
11. The Superstar -- 1.6% of respondents 

 
With more works sold and exhibits on average than any other group, Superstars tend to 
be arts educators and price their works accessibly. 



 
View the full cluster analysis in a later section of this report here. 
 

Age, Race, & Gender vs. Income & Works Acquired 

Gender 

 
 
61% of Philly Art Census respondents identify as cis women or queer femme -- both are 
included heretofore whenever this report references women as a group. Perhaps women are 
more inclined to participate in surveys, or the reach of Philly Stewards marketing was more 
connected to women. Assuming our data are representative of the community, this would 
suggest that women are more likely to pursue the arts. According to the National Museum of 
Women in the Arts, 65-75% of students in MFA programs are women. 
 
Compared to men, women were: 

● 40% less likely to be in the top 20% of sales by volume ($4K or over) 
● 32% less likely to have works held by an institution 
● 10% less likely to have sold more than 5 pieces in the last 3 years 
● Just as likely to have exhibited more than 5 times in the last 3 years 
● Just as likely to have a graduate degree (Master’s, Ph.D., or professional) 
● Just as likely to be represented by a commercial gallery 
● Predicted to experience 30% slower income growth with age 
● About as likely to own works and grow a collection 

 

  

https://hyperallergic.com/429885/what-the-data-tell-us-about-the-challenges-facing-female-artists-of-color/
https://hyperallergic.com/429885/what-the-data-tell-us-about-the-challenges-facing-female-artists-of-color/


Race 

 
 
76% of Philly art census respondents identified as white only; compared to the overall 
population of the city, this is certainly an enrichment of the 35% of Philadelphians by census 
data who identify as such. This may reflect the inherent privilege of pursuing an arts-focused 
career, which does not offer the stability or certainty of other vocations, and the family support 
and wealth that enables mostly white young artists to earnestly pursue such a risky career path 
as their primary focus. It may also be that our survey did not reach as many artists and 
communities of color in Philadelphia, and this possibility makes us hesitate to say that this 
sample is representative of all racial groups. Our attempt here will be to highlight the 
performance of non-white and multiracial artists as a group to show how their experience may 
differ from the white majority. 
 
Compared to artists who identify as white only, non-white artists were: 

● 39% less likely to be in the top 20% of sales by volume ($4K or over) 
● 33% less likely to have sold more than 5 pieces in the last 3 years 
● 30% less likely to have exhibited more than 5 times in the last 3 years 
● 10% less likely to have works held by an institution 
● 24% less likely to have a graduate degree (Master’s, Ph.D., or professional) 
● Slightly less likely to be represented by a commercial gallery 
● Averaging $4K lower annual income across a wide range of ages 
● Less likely to own works and grow a collection 

 
 
 



  



Education 

Studying locally is associated with more connections to the art 
community 

● Respondents who have an arts program degree from within 25 miles of Philly were 20% 
more likely to report more art community members than non-members as part of their 
personal network.  

Does higher education, graduate degrees or local arts degrees, 
produce return on investment? 
 

 
 
Artists with graduate degrees tend to have a slightly higher income at early stages of their 
career (+$2K at our median age of 34). Artists without graduate degrees close this gap over 
time, however. 
 
 



 
 
 
A local arts degree seemed to have very little impact on the income growth of our artists, but it 
does seem to be correlated with a greater growth in volume of sales with age. 
 
 
 

  



Media Practiced 

Media Categories 
 
With an option to both check boxes and fill in blanks, our respondents specified 45 unique types 
of media, many with a single response. For the sake of simplifying our analysis, we’ve combined 
these into 6 broader categories, represented by color below: 
 

 
 



 
 

Visual 
● Painting - 246 (55%) 
● Drawing - 189 (42%) 
● Video - 79 (18%) 
● Murals - 32 (7%) 
● Collage - 8 
● Illustration - 7 
● Mixed media - 4 
● Mosaics - 2 
● Multimedia - 1 

 
Print 

● Photography - 143 (32%) 
● Printmaking - 139 (31%) 
● Writing - 7 
● Book Arts - 6 
● Poetry - 1 

 
Digital / New 

● Digital / New Media - 114 (25%) 
● Graphic Design - 4 
● Animation - 2 
● 3D Animation - 1 
● Graphic Arts - 1 
● Technical Illustration - 1 
● Interactive Design - 1 
● Sound - 1 

 

Physical / Spatial 
● Sculpture - 147 (33%) 
● Installation - 123 (27%) 
● Ceramics - 54 (12%) 
● Public Monuments - 11 (2%) 
● Glass - 7 
● Architecture - 4 
● Metalwork - 3 
● Paperwork - 3 
● Assemblage - 2 
● Furniture - 2 
● Woodwork - 1 

 
Social 

● Curation - 76 (17%) 
● Community Engagement - 67 (15%) 
● Performance - 63 (14%) 
● Music - 2 
● Event Production - 1 
● Social Practice - 1 

 
Wearables 

● Textiles - 101 (22%) 
● Jewelry - 5 
● Fashion - 2 
● Sewing - 1 
● Tattooing - 1 
● Custom Auto - 1 

 

 
 
 
 
 



Art Collective Members 
 
Slightly over half of the census respondents are or have been a member of an art collective or 
art association. This statistic may be influenced by how Philly Stewards marketed this survey. 
Some of the main channels for spreading the word included established arts organizations. 
These organizations enabled Philly Stewards to cast a wider net, encouraging more artists to 
respond. While this effort may have resulted in a proportionally larger sample size of art 
collective members, the proportions between members and non-members is approximately half 
and half. 
 
On average, those who have been art collective members are older than those who have not, 
around 6.9 years. Perhaps this was due to the wording of the question, “Have you been a 
member of an art collective or art association?”, leading those who had previously joined an art 
collective, but were no longer active, to answer yes. 

Women are more represented in art collectives than men 
 
Even with a higher representation of women in the Philly art community overall (61%), art 
collectives push that proportion even higher. Among census respondents, women are 22% 
more likely than men to have been an art collective member, and 64% of those who have been 
art collective members identify as women. 
 
Meanwhile, 6.7% of art census respondents identify as genderqueer, non-binary, agender, or 
trans. Among this group, there are no significant differences in representation between art 
collective members and non members. 

Art Collectives aren’t limited to those who studied art locally 
 
74% of census respondents have an arts program degree; of these, 53% have an arts program 
degree and studied within 25 miles of Philly, the remaining 21% having studied at an outside 
institution. All of these ratios are a bit higher among art collective or association members. Do 
art collectives preferentially attract local scholars, or talent from out of town? Compared to 
non-members, artists who have been art collective or association members were: 
 

● 18% more likely to have an arts program degree 
● 6% more likely to have an arts program degree and have studied within 25 miles 
● 58% more likely to have an arts program degree and have studied outside of 25 miles 

 



Art Collective members excel at certain measures of success 

 
Being an art collective member correlates with measurements of success -- they exhibit more, 
sell more, and are more likely to have works held in an institutional collection. Do art collectives 
equip members for success? Do they attract successful people or exclude those who have not 
demonstrated success? We know that art collective members are older on average, but the 
above effects cannot be explained by age alone. Of the three measures, works held by an 
institution has the strongest correlation with age, and an additional 7 years of life experience 
would explain a 7.4% increase in the proportion of artists with works held. That means, 
adjusting for age, the average art collective member has a 17% increased likelihood over 
non-members of having works held by an institution. Compared to non-members, those who 
have been in an art collective or association member were aso twice as likely (+101%) to have 
exhibited at least 6 times in the past 3 years. As we’ll see, the artist’s number of exhibits tends 
to correlate with their pieces sold in the last 3 years, so the increased likelihood of exposure for 
collective members could explain why they show more predictable increases in median 
pieces sold and volume with age (see above). 
 
 



Art Collective members aren’t so different in certain ways 
 
There is virtually no difference in the proportions of art collective members and non members 
who were white only. Art collective members and non members are also just as likely to be 
commercially represented, and they have similar income trajectories to non-members. 
 

 
 

  



Collectors & Works Acquired 

 
The logarithmic curve suggests that the average Philly artist is more likely than not to identify as 
a collector after owning 15 works from other artists. 
 
 

 



Exhibitions, and Sales: The Art Market 

Markets Mapped, artists with work for sale 
 

 
 

Years in Philly is correlated with median annual volume.... 
 

 



....but it is not sufficient for the typical artist with work for sale to see volume growth 

 

 

  
Artists with works held by an institution such as a museum or university, as well as artists 
represented by a commercial gallery, have a significant increase in median volume as they 
approach over 40 years in Philadelphia. 

  



Does exposure from exhibits correlate with sales? 
 

 
 
Artists who exhibited more in the last 3 years also tended to have a higher median number of 
works sold. Due to lower pricing at higher pieces sold, the overall volume of sales in dollars is 
comparable between groups who exhibited 10-20 times and 20-50 times in the last 3 years. The 
art market shows diminishing returns for those seeking to leverage exposure and build their 
practice as a sustainable career. 



Is relationship between exhibits and pieces sold / volume stronger for 
certain groups? 
 

 
 
 
Certain demographic groups tend to see higher volumes of sales in dollars as they gain more 
exposure, as approximated by their number of exhibits, and other demographic groups don’t 
see as much exposure to begin with. 
  



 

How much artwork is for sale? 
 

 
 
The distribution of calculated annual revenue from sales is notably skewed: only 19% of artists 
with work for sale exceeded the average annual volume of $4.8K. Over artists with work for 
sale, the median was $880 annual revenue. An IQR analysis based on those with work for sale 
identified the top 10% of artists by volume as outliers with annual sales over $7.6K. Of artists 
with work for sale, the proportion with sales revenue above the 2017 poverty level for a one 
person household was 8.3%, just 31 artists, 30 of whom were white. The maximum volume was 
from a member of the White Commercialist cluster at an estimated $130K. A 95% confidence 
interval suggests that the true average volume over the population of Philadelphia artists with 
work for sale is within $3.5K to $6.2K, putting total annual sales for a group the size of our 
sample around $1.6M to $2.8M. 
 
Assuming this data represents an unbiased sampling of about 3.7% of the entire artist 
community of Philadelphia with work for sale (as discussed in the methods section), the annual 
art revenue of the city would total somewhere between $42M to $75M. 
 
 
 
 

  

https://www.peoplekeep.com/blog/2017-federal-poverty-level-guidelines
https://www.peoplekeep.com/blog/2017-federal-poverty-level-guidelines


Where does art sell? 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
57% of the city’s volume is attributed to respondents from just 5 zip codes: 19125, 19123, 
19130, 19144, 19147. That number rises to 75% when including 19148, 19104 and 19107. 
Assuming the volume represented 100% of their income, only 31 respondents (8.3% of those 
with work for sale) would be above the 2017 poverty line ($12,060 per year). These 31 artists 
capture 66% percent of the total volume reported in this survey.  

  



How many artists make a living from their work? 
 

 
 
Referring to the clusters identified by k-means analysis, found in the following sections of this 
report, we can see a breakdown of certain clusters by volume of sales, as well as number of 
respondents living in each geographic category. Here, we can see that a few high-grossing 
individuals from the White Commercialist cluster are responsible for the high total volume of 
sales observed in North Philly. 
 
 
 

  



Cluster Analysis in Depth 
 
All response data was translated into measurable numerical ranges, allowing a machine 
learning technique called K-means Clustering to automatically recruit “centroids” into a set 
number of groups. 
 
In other words, the computer sorted all of the response data into 11 groups who answered 
questions in a similar way. The advantage of this technique is that the computer can discover 
“personas” that humans would either not think to look for because of pre-existing bias. 
 
Theses groups are referred to as clusters. Based on the relative and distinct differences of 
these groups, we assigned our own names as an exercise in distinguishing different personas 
within the community. Note: 2 responses emerged from this analysis as unique outliers. A more 
detailed presentation on this cluster analysis can be found here. 
 
In order of most to least respondents, the clusters are as follows: 

1. The Employed Millennial - 122 
2. The Collectivist - 89 
3. The Visual Artisan - 56  
4. The Visual Upstart - 49 
5. The Jaxx of All Trades - 28 
6. The Connected Performer - 27 
7. The Modern Experientialist - 24 
8. The White Commercialist - 20 
9. The Home Parent Hustler - 15 
10. The Fashionista - 10 
11. The Superstars - 7 

  

https://www.naftaliharris.com/blog/visualizing-k-means-clustering/
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1nPWFTw9u0EEjCktDh4p31BFNYvp18wl-33cjzOEaFtg/edit?usp=sharing


The Employed Millennial - 122 
 
Demographics 

● Ages: 20% Gen X, 78% millennial, 2% Gen Z 
● Employment: 75 full time & 38 part time (93%), 6 self-employed, 2 retired, 1 student 
● Race: 116 white (95%), 2 Asian, 2 multiracial, 1 Latinx, 1 prefer not to say 
● Gender: 72 women, 47 men, 3 prefer not to say (not far from average) 

 
Above average 

● Second most focused on physical / spatial art after the Collectivist 
● Second most white after the White Commercialist 
● Might look at your email newsletter 

 
Below average 

● Supported mostly by job, not artwork or family 
● Fewer than average pieces sold 
● Goes to fewer workshops than average 
● Moved to Philly more recently -- similar to Modern Exp, Jaxx, Performer 

It’s often said within the Philly art community that the community itself is not diverse. 
What does that criticism mean to you? 
 

“Art school is mostly white. This is an institutional problem within schools and a reflection 
of institutional racism and the economic imbalance at large. That said, there are a 
number of non profit organizations and programs aimed at raising up artists who are also 
people of color yet the work made via these programs don't seem to be valued in the art 
market or there are just are not enough of them. I can tell you as someone who works at 
an art school, the student who really needs the scholarship money will seldomly get it. 
Money goes to more financially secure homes to make the school more appealing to the 
student so we can get their business and know they will be pay their tuition. Even the 
tiny percentage of students who need scholarship money to attend get the money and 
get to school, the system is designed to make them fail and the school provides little to 
no resources to help them navigate this system. I see talented students from the lower 
income bracket drop out or fail all the time. This is a micro version of the art community 
and art market. Wealthy white people still get first dibs.”  



The Collectivist - 89 
 
Demographics 

● Age: Older on average, but diverse range of ages 
● Employment: 64 full or part time, 18 self-employed, 4 unemployed 
● Race: 59 white, 10 PoC, 7 Latinx, 4 Asian, 4 multiracial, 7 prefer not to say 
● Gender: 58 women, 27 men, 1 nonbinary, 3 prefer not to say (closest to average) 

 
Above average 

● Most likely to be member of art collective or association 
● Most likely to see career value in a residency 
● Most likely to attend university lectures 
● Most likely to identify as a collector 
● Many types of media practiced, similar to Jaxx 
● Most focused on Physical / Spatial media including Installation, Sculpture & Ceramics 
● Second most likely to have works held by an institution after the White Commercialist 
● More likely to list grants, fellowships or self-sustaining practice as source of income 
● Might run into the the Connected Performer at a workshop 

 
Below average 

● Not as focused on visual media 
● Lower than average depend solely on job as a source of income 
● Not as likely to engage with flyers or showcards 

It’s often said within the Philly art community that the community itself is not diverse. 
What does that criticism mean to you? 
 

“Structural inequality and systemic hegemony are at the root of differential access in Philadelphia, 
as in so many other places in this country and world.  At the same time, there is another type of 
artistic diversity that is lacking in Philadelphia:  strong, original, groundbreaking work does not 
tend to be supported. (I am not speaking of my own work here;  I do not depend on Philadelphia 
for artistic success; I am speaking of art and artists more generally in the Philadelphia area.) 
There are a great many  essentially freeloading “arts organizations”  that function primarily as 
sinecures and siphon off huge amounts of funding that could otherwise be distributed more 
directly and appropriately  to individual artists.  Arranging things in this way is  essentially an 
attempt to  avoid serious evaluation of artists’ work  by outsourcing it to “expert“ organizations 
that, in reality,  are not required to show (and thus do not tend to possess) the qualifications 
needed to evaluate artists and art  in a rigorous, relevant, or meaningful way.  One exception to 
this appears to be Sarah Stolfa, who has used her own chops and hard-won prize money to invite 
genuinely expert  critics, curators, etc. to play roles within her institution, yet in a way that tries to 
funnel access and education to a broader Philadelphia community.” 



The Visual Artisan - 56 
 
Demographics 

● Age: Older on average, but diverse range of ages 
● Employment: 19 full or part time, 20 self-employed, 8 retired, 6 unemployed, 2 students, 

1 unable to work 
● Race: 53 white, 1 Asian, 1 Latinx, 1 prefer not to say 
● Gender: 32 women, 24 men 

 
Above average 

● Most likely to select grants, fellowships, or self-sustaining practice as source of income 
● Sold the most pieces on average over the last 3 years (after Superstars) 
● Second most likely to be member of an art collective after the Collectivist 
● Second most likely to rely on spouse or family for support after HP Hustler 
● Second highest focus on visual art after the White Commercialist 

 
Below average 

● Specialist in visual arts 
● Unlikely to list employment as a source of income, similar to HP Hustler 
● Unlikely to attend university lectures, similar to V Upstart, Fashionista, HP Hustler 
● Not very well connected, not part of the academic scene 
● Second least likely to have studied locally after the Connected Performer 
● Third lowest network saturation with Visual Upstart, Modern Exp 

It’s often said within the Philly art community that the community itself is not diverse. 
What does that criticism mean to you? 
 

“I interpret the criticism to mean financial discrepancies prevent people from participating 
in the art community because they are working to earn a living and cannot afford the 
time or cost of participating. Additionally, people who are disabled or who have invisible 
illnesses and disabilities may not receive the accommodations necessary for them to 
participate.” 

 

  



The Visual Upstart - 49 
 
Demographics 

● Age: 1 Boomer, 7 Gen X, 29 Millennials, 12 Gen Z 
● Employment: 27 full or part time, 10 students, 6 self-employed, 6 unemployed 
● Race: 21 white, 10 PoC, 8 Latinx, 5 Asian, 1 indigenous, 2 multiracial, 3 prefer not to say 
● Gender: 43 women, 6 men (more feminine than average) 

 
Above average 

● Third highest focus on visual art 
● Concentration in photography 
● More likely to be supported in part by family 
● Using flyers or showcards with Jaxx and Modern Exp 

 
Below average 

● Lowest income on average 
● Least likely to be member of art collective & identify as a collector 
● Second lowest network saturation with art community 
● Least likely to work for free (17/49 had never volunteered support) 
● Not going to house galleries, community centers, or university lectures 
● Good luck reaching them with your email newsletter 

It’s often said within the Philly art community that the community itself is not diverse. 
What does that criticism mean to you? 
 

“When I tried to re-enter the granting environment after having taken 10 (approx.) years 
off to raise a child as a single mom and work full time, I found my entire prior history as a 
productive artist and exhibitor was not considered valid material, there is a demand to 
see work from the last 3-5 years. In essence I needed to start again. As an "older" 
woman, who took a break from artistic practice, I find myself and my 20 year prior history 
to be invisible and invalidated. I am completely aware that I could push my way back 
"in," I could network and rebuild my artist standing, however, this questions is quite apt. I 
don't feel much value from "the community." I feel value from individual friends and 
colleagues. I do turn to them for feedback, and most of them are not artists per se.” 

  



The Jaxx of All Trades - 28 
 
Demographics 

● Age: 19 Millennials & 9 Gen Z -- youngest on average 
● Employment: 18 full or part time, 5 unemployed, 4 students 
● Race: 18 white, 5 PoC, 4 multiracial, 2 Asian 
● Gender: 27 queer/trans, 1 cisgender man 

 
Above average 

● Many different types of media practiced, similar to the Collectivist 
● Second most likely to practice social art forms after Performer 
● Check out their flyer or showcard at your local queer-friendly cafe/bar 
● More likely to be supported in part by family 

 
Below Average 

● Second most recent to move to Philly 
● Lowest price categories 

○ similar to Performer and Modern Exp 
● Not many pieces sold in last 3 years 

○ similar to V Upstart, Modern Exp, and Emp Millennial 

It’s often said within the Philly art community that the community itself is not diverse. 
What does that criticism mean to you? 
 

“I fully agree with this. I'm on the exhibitions committee in the artist collective I'm in and 
it's a constant struggle with some of the other committee members and board members 
in order to get more diverse representation shown at the gallery. I think there needs to 
be more funding put behind people of color and queer artists, especially trans people of 
color. Too often I see money and solo shows go to white artists because they typically 
have more time, resources and social capital to score these opportunities.” 

  



The Connected Performer - 27 
 
Demographics 

● Age: 4 Gen X, 21 Millennials, 2 Gen Z 
● Employment: 19 full or part time, 5 self-employed, 2 students 
● Race: 12 white, 5 Latinx, 4 PoC, 4 multiracial, 1 indigenous 
● Gender: 21 women, 5 men, 1 trans man (more women than average) 

 
Below average 

● High in performance, community engagement, and curation 
○ 26/27 include at least one of above three 
○ practices may also include visual/print media 

● Highest network saturation with artist community 
● Highest on average using their job as a resource 
● Most likely to read email newsletters 
● Might run into the Collectivist at a workshop 

 
Below average 

● Second least likely to sell after The Modern Experientialist 
● Least likely to have studied locally, less likely to have arts degree 
● Least likely to use flyers or showcards 
● Least likely to have dedicated studio 
● Lowest works owned, unlikely to identify as collector 

It’s often said within the Philly art community that the community itself is not diverse. 
What does that criticism mean to you? 
 

“It means that the people with awards, gallery representation and other self-organized 
ways of operating are primarily white and college educated.” 

 
 

  



The Modern Experientialist - 24 
 
Demographics 

● Age: 4 Gen X, 13 Millennials, 7 Gen Z 
● Employment: 16 full or part time, 2 self-employed, 5 students 
● Race: 19 white, 2 PoC, 2 Asian, 1 multiracial 
● Gender: 17 women, 7 men (slightly more women than average) 

 
Above average 

● Focus on digital / new media, graphic design, photography and printmaking 
● Second highest on average using their job as a resource 
● More likely to attend university lectures 
● Check out their slick flyer or showcard at your local hipster cafe/bar 

 
Below average 

● Work mostly not for sale & lowest pieces sold in last 3 years 
● Newest to Philly & lowest network saturation with art community 
● Second least likely to be member of an art collective after the Visual Upstart 
● Too cool for email newsletters 

It’s often said within the Philly art community that the community itself is not diverse. 
What does that criticism mean to you? 
 

“Many opportunities are exclusive due to money barriers, which is not available to many 
artists in this area. It can be difficult to be a part of the art community without resources. 
There are several outlets that I do feel like are diverse and inclusive, such as the Philly 
Art Collective and workshops and talks at PPAC.” 

  



The White Commercialist - 20 
 
Demographics 

● Ages: 3 Silent, 6 Boomers, 7 Gen X, 4 Millennials 
● Employment: 9 full time, 4 part time, 4 self-employed, 3 retired 
● Race: 20 white, 0 multi-racial (only racially homogenous group) 
● Gender: 14 men, 6 women (most masculine relative to average) 

 
Above average 

● Most likely to be represented by commercial gallery (14/20 said yes) 
● Most likely to have works held by an institution (18/20 said yes) 
● Highest income, highest average price tag & most exhibits in the last 3 years 
● Arts program degree -- 19/20 said yes, 16/20 also within 25 miles 
● Second highest network saturation with art community 

 
Below average 

● Focused on a handful of visual media types 
● Not accessible at workshops, open studio tours 
● Nor cafes / bars, house galleries, community centers 

It’s often said within the Philly art community that the community itself is not diverse. 
What does that criticism mean to you? 
 

“The community is probably better described as a loose affiliation of smaller communities 
and tribes that overlap and interact regularly. The majority of those groups would appear 
to be mostly made up of white folks under 30 who went to art school and who grew up 
near here. This has been steadily improving but still..” 

  



The Home Parent Hustler - 15 
 
Demographics 

● Ages: 1 Boomer, 14 mid-late Gen X & elder millennials (1969-84) 
● Employment: 1 full time, 6 part time, 7 self-employed, 1 unemployed 
● Race: 12 white, 1 PoC, 1 Asian, 1 indigenous 
● Gender: 12 women, 3 men 

 
Above average 

● Family: staying at home, married with kids & supported by family 
● Highest focus on print media 
● Second most pieces sold in last 3 years after the Visual Artisan 
● Second highest price tags after the White Commercialist 
● Second most likely to be represented by a commercial gallery (4/15 said yes) 
● Third most likely to have works held by an institution (6/15 said yes) 
● In-home studio 

 
Below average 

● More specialized -- Print media, visual and physical 
● Less likely on average to work for free (4/15 had never volunteered support) 
● Unlikely to attend university lectures 

It’s often said within the Philly art community that the community itself is not diverse. 
What does that criticism mean to you? 
 

“Maybe that there is not enough of a range of ethnicities being represented? The 
galleries I show with, however, do show a range of artists from different backgrounds.” 

  



The Fashionista - 10 
 
Demographics 

● Ages: 2 Silent, 4 Boomers, 1 Gen X, 3 Millennials 
● Employment: 1 full time, 3 part time, 3 retired, 2 self-employed, 1 unemployed 
● Race: 7 white, 2 Asian, 1 PoC 
● Gender: 8 women, 1 man, 1 non-binary 

 
Above average 

● Textile artists and fashion designers 
● Most likely to have an in-home or one person rented studio 
● Most likely to attend open studio tours 
● Most works for sale, tied with the White Commercialist 

 
Below average 

● Most specialized, few media practiced 
● Less likely than average to work for free (3/10 had never volunteered support) 
● Likely to supplement full or part time employment with other support 

 

It’s often said within the Philly art community that the community itself is not diverse. 
What does that criticism mean to you? 
 

“The art community is very diverse. However, access to resources is not diverse” 
 

  



The Superstars - 7 
 

Demographics 
● Ages: 1 Silent (75), 1 GenX (49), 5 Millennials (37x2, 36x3) 
● Race: 5 white, 2 prefer not to say 
● Gender: 3 men, 3 women, 1 prefer not to say 
● Employment: 5 self-employed, 1 full time, 1 part time 

 
Peak success, selling on volume, not price 

● 7/7 high on exhibits 
● 6/7 very high in pieces sold 
● Accessible & average price tags (3/7 include “Less than $100”) 

 
Lower income overall (less extrinsic motivation) 

● 3/7 “Less than $20K” 
● 2/7 “$20-40K” 
● 2/7 “$40-60K” 

 
Educators: 

● 3/7 former or current undergrad art educators 
● 4/7 general art educators 

 

It’s often said within the Philly art community that the community itself is not diverse. 
What does that criticism mean to you? 
 

“Who cares? Get in the studio.” 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Closing Statement 
 
The creation, deployment and analysis of this survey was taken up by the Philly Steward’s team 
with the best of intentions and in order to provide for the people we love, Philadelphia artists and 
the arts community, a crowd-sourced-approximation that resulted in a somewhat realistic picture 
of who and what artists are in Philadelphia. The results we obtained are authoritative in their 
being the result of self-reporting, but are certainly neither omniscient nor proscriptive in our 
understanding of them. We have released the raw data along with this report so that people 
may use it as to arrive at their own conclusions. 
 
We tried our damndest to make our survey the most inclusive and comprehensive endeavor we 
could muster. Could we have done better in some ways? Yes. Did we succeed in producing 
something that further elucidates the question, “What is the Philly Art World”? We believe, yes. 
We look forward to growing this understanding, with your help and curiosity. That’s why we’re 
here. 
 
Philly Stewards is an organization that believes that the financial stability of artists is the 
fundamental building block of a sustainable creative community. To be able to help grow and 
stabilize that community, we need better pragmatic markers of who we are in the first place. We 
trust in the arts’ community of Philadelphia to see that ours is an attempt to better ascertain 
artists’ place in a larger societal space.  We trust that this survey stands as a contribution worthy 
of such a dextrous and resilient community as Philly artists. In this incarnation, we are here 
simply to connect the dots. 
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Appendix: Averages/proportions over all measures 
 
Demographics 

● Age 
○ Min: 18 years old 
○ Median: 34 years old 
○ Max: 86 years old 
○ Mean: 38.05 
○ Std. deviation: 13.66 

● Gender 
○ 61% women (including 0.2% queer femme) 
○ 32% men (including 0.9% trans men) 
○ 3.8% genderqueer 
○ 1.3 % non-binary 
○ 0.4% agender 
○ 1.6% prefer not to say 

● Race 
○ 8.2% Black or African descent (including 1.1% multiracial) 
○ 5.3% Latinx or Hispanic (including 0.7% multiracial) 
○ 4.5% Asian (including 0.4% multiracial) 
○ 78% White (including 2.2% multiracial) 
○ 0.7% Indigenous (Afro-Indigenous of the Caribbean, American Indian or Alaska Native) 
○ 0.4% Middle Eastern or Jewish 
○ 1.6% Multiracial (unspecified) 
○ 3.6% prefer not to say 

 
The average respondent… 

● Has lived in Philly for 15 years 
● Has an annual income of $35,000 
● Practices 3-4 media 
● Owns 17 works by other artists 
● Sold 12 pieces in the past 3 years, avg price just under $1,000 
● Exhibited in a gallery or museum 5-6 times in the past 3 years 

 
83% have their work for sale 
64% have a day job that acts as a resource to their practice 
53% have an arts program degree and studied within 25 miles of Philly 
51% are or have been a member of an art collective or association 
43% self-identify as an art collector 
43% have a graduate degree 
27% have their artwork held in an institutional collection 
15% are represented by a commercial art gallery 
13% are parents, 3% stay at home, and those with children have ~1.5 
12% have never volunteered time to support their practice or an important endeavor 



 
89% Gallery openings 
70% Artist talks 
55% University lectures 
43% Open studio tours 
39% Workshops 
38% House shows 
29% Fundraisers 
27% Networking events 
18% Critique groups 
 
76% Art collectives 
75% Commercial galleries 
49% Cafes or bars 
42% Community centers 
41% House galleries 
36% Stores or boutiques 
17% Religious spaces 
 
82% Word of mouth 
75% Social media 
75% Email newsletters 
36% Flyers or showcards 
23% Event webpages (not social media) 
 
 
The full data used in this report can be found here: Census Data on Google Drive 
 
 
 

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1t9wlifDoeyKaisYW5W6_zXOsNbtlQU2hcVyNgMZYcSA/edit?usp=sharing

